The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus - Transfer students
What do you plan to do after you graduate?
Students were asked in an open‐ended question what they planned to do after graduation. Responses from
transfer students were categorized and are summarized below. The most common responses were from
students who wanted to continue their studies (22.9%), followed by job/internship (21.6%), service to
community (12.1%), and unknown (9.7%).
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What do you plan to do after you graduate? (categories are not mutually exclusive)
Transfer students (N=310)
N
%
Job or Internship
100
21.6%
Work, Start Business, or Self‐Employment
36
7.8%
State or Federal Government
14
3.0%
Non‐Profit Organization
13
2.8%
Further Studies
106
22.9%
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
56
12.1%
Travel
16
3.5%
Creative Endeavors
25
5.4%
Volunteer
4
0.9%
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
3
0.7%
Live, Be Happy
5
1.1%
Start a Family
2
0.4%
3
0.6%
Improve Life Situation
Move
10
2.2%
Other
23
5.0%
Unknown
45
9.7%
Numbers do not include respondents who did not provide an answer.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus - Transfer students
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
A total of 21.6% of transfer students who indicated they wanted to get a job or internship. A total of 7.8% of
transfer students wanted to become start a business or become self‐employed; 3% wanted to work for federal
or state government, and 2.8% wanted to work for a non‐profit corporation.
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
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Students who indicated they planned to get a job after graduation (categories not mutually exclusive)
Transfer students (N=153)
N
%
Job or Internship
100
21.6%
Start Business, or Self‐Employment
36
7.8%
State or Federal Government
14
3.0%
Non‐Profit Organization
13
2.8%
Numbers include only students who indicated they planned to seek employment after graduation.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2012
Olympia Campus - Transfer students
The individual comments that were included in each category are detailed below. Some students had
comments that fit within multiple categories and may be listed more than once. Comments have been
redacted to protect individual respondents' identities.
Job or Internship
Attain employment in habitat restoration; Improve the community in which I live.
Become employed and involved in social work.
Career of some sort.
come back and develop my country, work hand in hand with all the generations for progress politically economically and
socially.
Depending on what learning contracts I can secure, I would like to get into television/broadcast field.
Don't know what I will do. Want to find a career that makes me happy.
EARN MASTER'S DEGREE, POSSIBLY MOVE TO ANOTHER STATE TO WORK IN MY CAREER.
Find a career I can be happy in and make a living doing.
Find a job hopefully. i have no plans for further study, unless I find that it would radically increase my chances of being
hired.
Find a job in an animation production team to learn the real business
Find a job that best fits my degree.
Find a job that fulfills me and provide a wonderful life for my family.
Find work (this part intentionally kept vague)
Full‐time employment at community youth services of Olympia
Further advanceent in my current career
Get a career
Get a good job. Possibly get my Master's Degree later on when I pay off some of my debt and bills.
Get a job
Get a job and work on more education
Get a job as an accountant, and work on my CPA certification.
Get a job in a field of my interest or work in another field until I am hired for a job of my particular choice.
Get a job in what I have got a degree in.
get a job or master's degree
get a job, support my family
Get a job.
Get a research job in my field of study.
Get a stable job
Get excepted into the masters program for environmental studies while finding a great internship within the field
Getting a job in my chosen career.
Have a career as an artist and healer.
Have a fantastic career hopefully somewhere locally
Help in the Young adult counseling field or in HR dept of local corporation to help employees to identify and reach
productive goals for the company as well as personal growth.
Higher Education Director
Hopefully finding a job.
I hope to gain employment in the mental health field.
I intend to start a career.
I plan on being a teacher.
I plan on working in my chosen field.
I plan to begin a career helping people who have dealt with adversity in their life.
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Job or Internship (continued)
I plan to climb mountains, hopefully as a guide.
I plan to first just find a job that will pay me. Afterwards, I can't really say.
I plan to get certified as an outdoor educator with the program, NOLS (National Outdoor Leadership School). I intend on
spending a few years out in the field as a wilderness instructor, leading backpacking trips all over the world and educating
children o [message truncated]
I plan to go into the workforce in my particular field. After saving some money going to graduate school.
I plan to move back to Seattle and intern/work for [radio station]
I plan to move from place to place every couple years and work where I am able to find a job that suits my personality. I
don't like to plan too far ahead because it is human nature to change your mind and ideas. So, I plan to just go with the
flow!
I plan to pursue an internship as a software developer, with the intention of securing a career. Travel would be nice too :)
I plan to start a career, rather than hold a job.
I plan to teach many different grade levels and become a writer.
I want to teach people about agriculture, and nutrition.
I want to work as a photographer following around an Anthropologist, Archaeologist, Historian, Environmental Scientist,
or creating my own projects with a similar focus. I would also like to be a media specialist for a museum or environmental
company.
I want to work at International campany or join volunteer work to help develop country.
I would like to get a job helping children. I would like something in the psychology or sociology field and change peoples
lives.
I would like to work in public administration focusing on food and agricultural issues .
I'd love to work at residential environmental education camps as a program director.
I'm kind of back and forth on that decision. I would like to be a cognitive psychologist or do creative advertising. I'm really
unsure.
I'm not sure ‐ possibly teaching.
Im not sure, probably participate in some kind of internship. Most likely one that will lead to a career path.
Immediately after obtaining my bachelor's degree, I would like to do an internship abroad in a Hispanic community to
teach English. I, then, intend to further my education with a master's degree in Art Therapy, in order to enter my field.
Make music, travel and play music. Possibly get a Masters and go into teaching if that doesn't work out.
Medical Interpretation, Teach Spanish
Move to a big City and work in a theatre.
Move to Alaska to become a Conservation Biologist or Naturalist.
My current goal at this time is to graduate with a Bachelors degree and find employment with the state of Washington in
IT or in communications where I can utilize my skills acquired from Evergreen and Clover Park Technical College. I also
hope to give ba [message truncated]
obtain a career that allows me to support my family financially so that my wife can go back to school and further her
education
Once I graduate with my BA, I would like to also get my Masters. After that I plan on obtaining a position as an Art
Teacher at a (hopefully local) High School.
Poss. Masters degree, work, farm (urban, small scale, sustainable) develop community
Pursue a career and get a job.
pursue a job in IT management. I currently work as a IT technician and want to further advance my career.
See what opportunities present themselves as far as work goes, but eventually a Master in Somanic studies (Dance
Movement Therapy)
Start a career programming video games.
Start working in a career of my choice
Stay in the Washington area and get a job.
Teach abroad
Teach english abroad. Grad school.
Teach English as a Second Language
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Job or Internship (continued)
Teach Hich School English
Teach Spanish utilizing my drama background.
Teach.
Transfer to law school, after that get a job as a human rights or immigration lawyer.
Travel, explore, find a job
Work
work abroad
Work and Live.
work as a graphic designer somewhere
Work as an adoption counselor
Work as social worker or go to graduate school for MSW.
Work for an organization requiring an understanding of changes and trends involving urban development, government
regulation, economic growth, or changes in utility resources; hopefully with a good amount of active field work.
Work in a field pertaining to my interests...continue my education
Work in an environment that compliments and furthers my education, Continue self‐education, volunteer in the
community
Work in student affairs in a graduate program and hopefully start a career in Residence Life.
Work in the development of Industrial and Biological ecosystms
Work in the field of health care and continue working to improve my community while helping others.
Work in the mental health field. Preferably in a hospital setting.
Work in the psych‐med field.
work more in depth in performing arts, auditioning and working behind the camera on the directors team.
work on masters degree, and then creating a position for my career with flexable hours to work with clients
work, stay in washington, live, make a family, work out, be positive, keep my friendships, support a cause, help the world,
have a job where i can make a difference and fall into.
Work.
Get a job
Get a job
Start Business, or Self‐Employment
After graduating I'm going to invest my time into entrepreneur projects that I already have begun. I will apply to
graduate school, possibly Howard University.
Attend a Masters in Psychology program, and/or start a small brewery.
Be a journalist, hopefully an investigative reporter.
Bring my business to new heights! Continue being PR or Sales Representative in the medical field. but in a more stable
position.
Co own a business with other like minded folks and to spread democracy in the work place.
Continue my work as a clinical hypnotherapist.
Continue school while working and taking care of my family.
Continue working in my current professional capacity as graphic artist and production specialist in the short term, but will
attempt to find work in music composition and film production as a long‐term goal.
Contribute to society through a job or business of my own
enter a career in conservation/education
Have own consulting business non‐profit to assist veterans and family.
I plan to build bicycles and start a high end line of menswear with a small group of friends. I also plan on writing until I am
dead and hopefully being published at some point.
I plan to get a MA in Midwifery and a MA in Nutrition from Bastyr, and to become involved in advocacy for incarcerated
pregnant women's rights, and to establish a nonprofit community clinic addressing low income women's health, perinatal
health, and nutri [message truncated]
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Start Business, or Self‐Employment (continued)
I plan to go to San Diego State University, Stanford, or Seattle University to pursue my Masters degree. Then I plan on
becoming a high school English teacher in Washington.
I want to be a teacher maybe, or an activist for the environment, possibly have a career in botanical medicine...
I want to start a mushroom farm. I want to spread spores around the world, travel and pick exotic shrooms around the
world, and spread the awareness of the fungal kingdom and how important it is for our own survival on the earth. We
need mushrooms!
I would like to have a practice that will support families (mothers and children especially). I'd like to offer
health/nutritional and therapy services to my community.
I would love to work for a brewery ‐‐ or maybe even start my own.
I'm not sure. I hope that my experience at ESC will help me determine my post‐college path. I suppose that I'd like to
start my own business, project, and/or teach.
Make art, get a job, live in a town/city in Washington
Masters from Evergreen or start my own business
Open another business. OR Work Internationally in sustainable design
open up some sort of personalized yoga practice
Pursue higher education, and open my own Veterinary Clinic.
Pursue my career.
Start a business in ecological restoration by using permaculture principles.
Start a school for homeless teens and/or young adults.
Start a wellness center/intentional community.
Start an organic farm with my wife somewhere in WA.
Start my own business
Start my own farm!
Start my own small farm/business
Start non‐profit organizations, businesses, invest in real estate, and the stock market. Sell photography, art, and books.
To get a job in the business mgmt field or to start my own business.
To pursue employment as a game designer, or possibly to start my own independent game studio.
undecided; law school, start business
State or Federal Government
a) Start a career in social work, either through government or non‐profit. b) OR continue my education
After I graduate from Evergreen, I plan to go back to work full‐time at [state natural resources agency] on the Columbia
River Basin.
Attend Grad school and/or participate in the Washington State Legislative Internship
either get a job working for government or non‐profit or apply for graduate school or travel.
Getting Master's Degree for Marine Biology. NOAA
I would like to work in public administration focusing on food and agricultural issues .
Make music, travel and play music. Possibly get a Masters and go into teaching if that doesn't work out.
Teach and farm
unsure at this time, but possibly become a teacher.
Work in either Public Administration or Non‐Profit Management
Work in other countries for sustainable agriculture endevors, be a Spanish language translator, work with city
municipalities in Thurston county to incorporate organic vegetable farms into low‐income subsidy programs
Work in the public school system with art students and as a special needs advocate and/or work with children in the
autism spectrum in the ABAC applied behavior analysis field.
Work toward a happy future with my family.
work, stay in washington, live, make a family, work out, be positive, keep my friendships, support a cause, help the world,
have a job where i can make a difference and fall into.
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Non‐Profit Organization
a) Start a career in social work, either through government or non‐profit. b) OR continue my education
Direct a program or director of a non‐profit organization.
either get a job working for government or non‐profit or apply for graduate school or travel.
Get a job in a non‐profit, hopefully using the environmental knowledge I gain at TESC.
Have own consulting business non‐profit to assist veterans and family.
I plan to get a MA in Midwifery and a MA in Nutrition from Bastyr, and to become involved in advocacy for incarcerated
pregnant women's rights, and to establish a nonprofit community clinic addressing low income women's health, perinatal
health, and nutri
Join Peace Corps., continue education, travel
Run a non‐profit dedicated to promoting change and proactive thinking in local region.
Start non‐profit organizations, businesses, invest in real estate, and the stock market. Sell photography, art, and books.
Want to work in either a business or non profit environment and help solve problems and make peoples lives betters
Work for a non‐profit in conservation or international humanitarian efforts.
Work in either Public Administration or Non‐Profit Management
Work with a Native American community
Further Studies
a) Start a career in social work, either through government or non‐profit. b) OR continue my education
Adventure, explore the world, tend to personal relations, make art, possibly pursue further education. Take life day by
day.
graduate school, possibly Howard University.
After I get my bachelors degree I plan on transferring to another school and earning masters degree.
After I graduate from Evergreen, I hope to obtain a job in media arts where I am able to write articles and/or create other
media works that cover relevant topics in the community or region. I also want to go onto graduate school to receive a
PhD; presuma [message truncated]
After I graduate my intentions are to attend Graduate school for Ethnobotany/Botany either in Oregon or Northern
California. While also working to support myself either in a lab, collegiate environment or as a researcher. Since I'm a big
idea person and s [message truncated]
After I graduate with my Bachelors I plan to go onto another university to gain my Masters and PhD
After I receive my batchelor's degree, I plan to re‐enroll at Evergreen to receive my Master's Degree.
Apply for OPT. Earn practical experience in professional area.
Apply to graduate school
Apply to graduate school, most likely a college that specializes in film.
apply to med school
Attend a Masters in Psychology program, and/or start a small brewery.
Attend Grad school and/or participate in the Washington State Legislative Internship
Attend graduate school
Attend graduate school at The University of Washington for pharmacy and receive my PharmD.
Attend medical school.
Begin a graduate program toward a Masters degree.
Consulting/writing/pursuing further education/working
continue education
Continue my education
Continue on for my Masters
continue on with my education
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Further Studies (continued)
Continue school while working and taking care of my family.
EARN MASTER'S DEGREE, POSSIBLY MOVE TO ANOTHER STATE TO WORK IN MY CAREER.
Either enter into the Peace Corps, continue on to graduate school, or work overseas doing field research for biology.
either get a job working for government or non‐profit or apply for graduate school or travel.
Enrolling into Evergreen's Master in Teaching Program.
Enter Graduate school at Evergreen or else where
following my graduation I will be continuing on to one of those schools.
Further my education by getting my masters degree
Get a good job. Possibly get my Master's Degree later on when I pay off some of my debt and bills.
Get a job and work on more education
Get a job as an accountant, and work on my CPA certification.
get a job or master's degree
Get excepted into the masters program for environmental studies while finding a great internship within the field
Get my Master's degree
Get my Masters.
Getting Master's Degree for Marine Biology. NOAA
Go for master's degree in Natural Health area
Go onto get a doctorate.
Go to Grad School
Go to graduate school
Go to graduate school
Go to Japan as part of the JET program.
Go to medical school.
going to a graduate school
Grad skoo
Graduate school
Grow food. Possibly pursue a Master's Degree.
Hopefully find a counseling position or attend graduate school.
Hopefully get right into a Masters program. Will probably have to work too.
also may want to further my education at Bastyr.
I am thinking to get my master degree after I graduated from Evergreen.
I do not have solid plans, perhaps pursue my Masters, although if I am happy with where my degree takes me then I will
simply settle into a career, hopefully either in the psychology, sociology, or medical fields.
I plan on going into a graduate program, preferrably at UWT. After my masters, I plan on getting a job and working
towards my doctorates.
I plan to apply to medical school.
I plan to continue my education to become a counselor or therapist.
I plan to continue working with the ministries and social services through my church as well as pursue a master's degree
to align with studying for the diaconate in the Episcopal Church.
I plan to do graduate school and am trying to get into the peace corps. graduate program. Then after that I want to travel
and diversify my knowledge of other cultures in order to understand what issues they have and what creates effective
change within t [message truncated]
I plan to get a MA in Midwifery and a MA in Nutrition from Bastyr, and to become involved in advocacy for incarcerated
pregnant women's rights, and to establish a nonprofit community clinic addressing low income women's health, perinatal
health, and nutri
I plan to go into the workforce in my particular field. After saving some money going to graduate school.
I plan to go to medical school.
becoming a high school English teacher in Washington.
I want to go to graduate school to earn a masters degree then enter the computer science field full‐time.
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Further Studies (continued)
I will either go directly into a graduate program. I am interested in spending an extended time period in a Spanish
speaking country. I would seek to do this with a service or educational component in mind, after i obtain my B.S.
I wish I knew! I'd like to continue my education.
I'd like to work with a volunteer organization like the Peace Corps, then go on to grad school to study either Information
Science or Public Health.
I'm unsure yet if I will continue on and get my master's at Evergreen. But ideas that I have right now are a teacher,
engineering, and other fields that pertain to math & sciences.
Immediately after obtaining my bachelor's degree, I would like to do an internship abroad in a Hispanic community to
teach English. I, then, intend to further my education with a master's degree in Art Therapy, in order to enter my field.
It depends on where my husband gets a job after his masters, if we have to move I will go to graduate school somewhere
else but I would like to get my MIT at Evergreen if I could.
Join Peace Corps., continue education, travel
law school
Make music, travel and play music. Possibly get a Masters and go into teaching if that doesn't work out.
Masters from Evergreen or start my own business
Med school or PhD program
Obtain a masters degree from another college.
Obtain a Master's of Public Health in Epidemiology, hopefully from UW.
Obtain an MFA in creative writing and teach at college‐level
Teacher at a (hopefully local) High School.
peace corps or graduate school
Plan to work on a masters degree in Clinical Psychology
Poss. Masters degree, work, farm (urban, small scale, sustainable) develop community
Post graduate studies.
pursue a job in IT management. I currently work as a IT technician and want to further advance my career.
pursue a Master's in Education at Evergreen
Pursue graduate school.
Pursue higher education, and open my own Veterinary Clinic.
Pursure a second bachelor's in a hard science.
See what opportunities present themselves as far as work goes, but eventually a Master in Somanic studies (Dance
Movement Therapy)
Seminary for MDiv, then Episcopal Priesthood.
Study mathematics at grad. school
Teach english abroad. Grad school.
That heavily depends on what I decide to focus on while I'm at Evergreen. If I continue with anthropology, I'll probably
pursue a postgraduate track. If music is a promising prospect, I may end my education at a Bachelor's Degree and pursue
music. As for [message truncated]
to find an amazing masters degree program, and then onto a doctorate program
Transfer
Transfer to another college and further my education in Psychology.
Transfer to law school, after that get a job as a human rights or immigration lawyer.
Transfer to University
Travel Europe, then go to Graduate School.
undecided; law school, start business
Work as social worker or go to graduate school for MSW.
Work in a field pertaining to my interests...continue my education
Work in an environment that compliments and furthers my education, Continue self‐education, volunteer in the
community
Work in either Public Administration or Non‐Profit Management
work on masters degree, and then creating a position for my career with flexable hours to work with clients
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Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
a) Start a career in social work, either through government or non‐profit. b) OR continue my education
Assist veterans
Attain employment in habitat restoration; Improve the community in which I live.
Be an advocator, an administer, working with parents and/or being involved in laws/policies that affect parents going
through the child welfare system.
Change the World
Change the World for the better
Co own a business with other like minded folks and to spread democracy in the work place.
Collaborating with other open intellectual‐minded humans to bring about a change in our political process and world
environment.
socially.
Continue following my passion for knowledge and be a positive catalyst for change in the world.
Contribute to society through a job or business of my own
Create environment‐conscious sustainable communities.
Develop and teach self‐sustainabilty plans using practical methods of exercise science and nutrition.
Full‐time employment at community youth services of Olympia
Get involved in the organic community garden scene, learn how to build an Earthship, start my own garden, grow all of
my own food, build my own home, experience living in an intentional community, travel the world.
Have own consulting business non‐profit to assist veterans and family.
productive goals for the company as well as personal growth.
I hope to go into a field that allows me to advocate for people and make positive social changes.
I know that I'd like to help people. If I can find a good way to mix my passion for botany / plants and people then I'll be
set. I'd like to help people learn more about sustainable food practices and incorporate more urban agriculture into
densely popu [message truncated]
I plan to begin a career helping people who have dealt with adversity in their life.
I plan to change the world, beginning with my community.
I plan to continue working with the ministries and social services through my church as well as pursue a master's degree
to align with studying for the diaconate in the Episcopal Church.
I plan to get a MA in Midwifery and a MA in Nutrition from Bastyr, and to become involved in advocacy for incarcerated
pregnant women's rights, and to establish a nonprofit community clinic addressing low income women's health, perinatal
health, and nutri [message truncated]
I plan to join AmeriCorps.
I plan to travel to broaden my cultural understanding and appreciation, after which time I will either join the Peace Corps
or become involved with other conservation efforts.
I want to make a change in the world. I am not sure what "career" field I want to pursue at this time, but am positive by
the time I graduate Evergreen with my Bachelor's I will have found my niche.
I would like to be somehow involved in transforming the state of health in the United States, particularly as it pertains to
children's nutrition.
I would like to get a job helping children. I would like something in the psychology or sociology field and change peoples
lives.
I would like to have a practice that will support families (mothers and children especially). I'd like to offer
health/nutritional and therapy services to my community.
Science or Public Health.
I'd love to work at residential environmental education camps as a program director.
I'm not sure yet. I'm very interested in environmental advocacy for disenfranchised communities.
I'm not sure, I want to work to change our world with healthier alternative products and habits for a healthier
environment
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Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community (continued)
Improve everything around me for the betterment of mankind.
Keep learning [Break] be a part of something important to me [Break] to give back.
make a difference in the world
Make art, get a job, live in a town/city in Washington
Peace corps
peace corps or graduate school
Possibly the Peace Corps or other volunteer work
Restore, develop, and protect wetlands. Work towards building watershed stewardship in communities.
Run a non‐profit dedicated to promoting change and proactive thinking in local region.
sleep. then change the world.
Social Justice based service and community development
Start a school for homeless teens and/or young adults.
Start a wellness center/intentional community.
Transfer to law school, after that get a job as a human rights or immigration lawyer.
Want to work in either a business or non profit environment and help solve problems and make peoples lives betters
Work as social worker or go to graduate school for MSW.
Work for a non‐profit in conservation or international humanitarian efforts.
municipalities in Thurston county to incorporate organic vegetable farms into low‐income subsidy programs
Work in the field of health care and continue working to improve my community while helping others.
Work in the public school system with art students and as a special needs advocate and/or work with children in the
autism spectrum in the ABAC applied behavior analysis field.
Work on the development and amendment of laws and policies related to the environment and the human dependency
of resources.
Work with a Native American community
work, stay in washington, live, make a family, work out, be positive, keep my friendships, support a cause, help the world,
have a job where i can make a difference and fall into.
Travel
either get a job working for government or non‐profit or apply for graduate school or travel.
my own food, build my own home, experience living in an intentional community, travel the world.
I plan to climb mountains, hopefully as a guide.
I plan to do graduate school and am trying to get into the peace corps. graduate program. Then after that I want to travel
and diversify my knowledge of other cultures in order to understand what issues they have and what creates effective
change within t [message truncated]
spending a few years out in the field as a wilderness instructor, leading backpacking trips all over the world and educating
I plan to pursue an internship as a software developer, with the intention of securing a career. Travel would be nice too :)
doing animal conservation volunteer work. (completely different than what I am going to school for, but another passion
of mine)
I plan to travel to broaden my cultural understanding and appreciation, after which time I will either join the Peace Corps
or become involved with other conservation efforts.
world, and spread the awareness of the fungal kingdom and how important it is for our own survival on the earth. We
Join Peace Corps., continue education, travel
Travel
Travel and love
Travel Europe, then go to Graduate School.
Travel for awhile, and experience many things many people don't
Travel, explore, find a job
Travel
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Creative Endeavors
Adventure, explore the world, tend to personal relations, make art, possibly pursue further education. Take life day by
day.
media works that cover relevant topics in the community or region. I also want to go onto graduate school to receive a
Apply to graduate school, most likely a college that specializes in film.
Art
Become a literary editor.
Consulting/writing/pursuing further education/working
Continue to study and research science in different places across the globe.
Continue working in my current professional capacity as graphic artist and production specialist in the short term, but will
attempt to find work in music composition and film production as a long‐term goal.
Depending on what learning contracts I can secure, I would like to get into television/broadcast field.
Find a job in an animation production team to learn the real business
Have a career as an artist and healer.
I plan to teach many different grade levels and become a writer.
I plan to travel at first but then I hope to settle in California and find my place in the film industry.
or creating my own projects with a similar focus. I would also like to be a media specialist for a museum or environmental
company.
Immediately after obtaining my bachelor's degree, I would like to do an internship abroad in a Hispanic community to
teach English. I, then, intend to further my education with a master's degree in Art Therapy, in order to enter my field.
Make art, get a job, live in a town/city in Washington
Make music, travel and play music. Possibly get a Masters and go into teaching if that doesn't work out.
Move to a big City and work in a theatre.
make a difference either with my art or on a personal level.
Start non‐profit organizations, businesses, invest in real estate, and the stock market. Sell photography, art, and books.
Teach Spanish utilizing my drama background.
That heavily depends on what I decide to focus on while I'm at Evergreen. If I continue with anthropology, I'll probably
pursue a postgraduate track. If music is a promising prospect, I may end my education at a Bachelor's Degree and pursue
music. As for [message truncated]
To be honest, I'm not quite sure. Depending on what type of degree I come out with I guess will help determine. In a
perfect world I would love to be a studio producer.
Unsure at this point, though my current dream is to be an actor and/or a voice actor.
work more in depth in performing arts, auditioning and working behind the camera on the directors team.
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Volunteer ‐ all sub‐categories included
become a history and political science teacher at the high school level and ultimately at the college level.
Either enter into the Peace Corps, continue on to graduate school, or work overseas doing field research for biology.
and diversify my knowledge of other cultures in order to understand what issues they have and what creates effective
I plan to join AmeriCorps.
doing animal conservation volunteer work. (completely different than what I am going to school for, but another passion
I want to work at International campany or join volunteer work to help develop country.
Work in an environment that compliments and furthers my education, Continue self‐education, volunteer in the
community
Live, Be Happy
Adventure, explore the world, tend to personal relations, make art, possibly pursue further education. Take life day by
day.
Travel and love
Travel for awhile, and experience many things many people don't
Work and Live.
work, stay in washington, live, make a family, work out, be positive, keep my friendships, support a cause, help the world,
have a job where i can make a difference and fall into.
Start a Family
Work toward a happy future with my family.
work, stay in washington, live, make a family, work out, be positive, keep my friendships, support a cause, help the world,
have a job where i can make a difference and fall into.

Improve Life Situation
Bring my business to new heights! Continue being PR or Sales Representative in the medical field. but in a more stable
position.
Get a good job. Possibly get my Master's Degree later on when I pay off some of my debt and bills.
obtain a career that allows me to support my family financially so that my wife can go back to school and further her
education
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Move
come back and develop my country, work hand in hand with all the generations for progress politically economically and
socially.
EARN MASTER'S DEGREE, POSSIBLY MOVE TO ANOTHER STATE TO WORK IN MY CAREER.
I plan to move back to Seattle and intern/work for [radio station]
I plan to move from place to place every couple years and work where I am able to find a job that suits my personality. I
don't like to plan too far ahead because it is human nature to change your mind and ideas. So, I plan to just go with the
flow!
I plan to travel at first but then I hope to settle in California and find my place in the film industry.
I will return to my country, Japan.
It depends on where my husband gets a job after his masters, if we have to move I will go to graduate school somewhere
else but I would like to get my MIT at Evergreen if I could.
Move to a big City and work in a theatre.
Move to Alaska to become a Conservation Biologist or Naturalist.
move to South or Central America and hang out in the jungle with poor brown people.

Other
Be awesome.
come back and develop my country, work hand in hand with all the generations for progress politically economically and
socially.
Continue to study and research science in different places across the globe.
Develop and teach self‐sustainabilty plans using practical methods of exercise science and nutrition.
Develop current and new ideas into viable business models. Also world domination.
Help develop policies to have homeopathic medicines approved for health insurance.
Help in the Young adult counseling field or in HR dept of local corporation to help employees to identify and reach
productive goals for the company as well as personal growth.
Hopefully get on a research team
I hope to engage in research & advocacy, social entrepreneurship, community building, & storytelling
set. I'd like to help people learn more about sustainable food practices and incorporate more urban agriculture into
densely popu [message truncated]
dead and hopefully being published at some point.
I will leave the world in better shape than when I arrived.
I'd like to translate my degree into a career in political speechwriting or PR.
Keep learning [Break] be a part of something important to me [Break] to give back.
move to South or Central America and hang out in the jungle with poor brown people.
My future goals are to get involved in politics to help the less privileged ones who are unable to assist themselves or
those who are being marginalized economically, politically or socially e.t.c.
Politics
Public policy.
Take steps to get started on my career.
Teach abroad
Teach and farm
haha
Work on the development and amendment of laws and policies related to the environment and the human dependency
of resources.
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Unknown
At this point, I'm really not sure. My primary goal for my first year at Evergreen is to try and find myself, and figure out
what I really want to do. I'll probably have a much better idea of what I'm doing after graduation after my first year has
been co [message truncated]
Don't know what I will do. Want to find a career that makes me happy.
Field work in various countries
Figure it out when I get there.
Find work (this part intentionally kept vague)
Haven't decided. Nothing boring and manotanous.
I am going to keep my horizons open to the possibilities that I come across
I am hoping that my time at Evergreen will open some doors for me to opportunities as well as new interests/ passions. I
also may want to further my education at Bastyr.
I am not entirely sure, however I would like to find a good job
I am not sure.
I do not have solid plans, perhaps pursue my Masters, although if I am happy with where my degree takes me then I will
I plan to first just find a job that will pay me. Afterwards, I can't really say.
I wish I knew! I'd like to continue my education.
I'm kind of back and forth on that decision. I would like to be a cognitive psychologist or do creative advertising. I'm really
I'm not sure ‐ possibly teaching.
I'm not sure yet.
I'm not sure yet. I'm very interested in environmental advocacy for disenfranchised communities.
I'm not sure yet. I hope to find that out while attending Evergreen!
I'm not sure, I want to work to change our world with healthier alternative products and habits for a healthier
environment
Im not sure, probably participate in some kind of internship. Most likely one that will lead to a career path.
I'm not sure. I hope that my experience at ESC will help me determine my post‐college path. I suppose that I'd like to
start my own business, project, and/or teach.
I'm unsure yet if I will continue on and get my master's at Evergreen. But ideas that I have right now are a teacher,
engineering, and other fields that pertain to math & sciences.
Many things...I am still figuring that out.
No idea
Not sure
Not sure quite yet.
not sure yet
Not sure yet. Most likely I will look for work with wildlife and animal research.
These next four years will be the most unpredictable of life thus far. I have no idea.
To be honest, I'm not quite sure. Depending on what type of degree I come out with I guess will help determine. In a
perfect world I would love to be a studio producer.
Uncertain
undecided; law school, start business
unknown
Unsure
Unsure at this moment
Unsure at this point, though my current dream is to be an actor and/or a voice actor.
unsure at this time, but possibly become a teacher.
Unsure.
whatever opportunities follow
Who knows what the future holds
No idea
No idea
Not sure
Not sure
Unsure
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